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UNIV 401.91 Leading Through Design Practice 
 
ePortfolio Assignment  
 
Purpose of the ePortfolio:  
The portfolio assignment provides each student an opportunity to collect and reflect on work they have 
completed throughout the UNIV 401 course. The ePortfolio is meant to help students make their 
learning “visible,” and to provide an opportunity to showcase significant learning within the course.  
As a replacement for the midterm and final exams in UNIV 401, the ePortfolio assignment is designed to 
enable students to demonstrate their learning with respect to most of the course outcomes:  

• Synthesize evidence to address critical design challenges 
• Present abstract ideas using straightforward communication strategies for a range of stakeholder 

groups 
• Leverage creative problem solving and design-led practices to develop personal leadership 

capacity 
• Work as part of an effective team to define emerging problems, to initiate a design solution, and 

to solve global challenges using creative processes 
• Assess the real-world, human, ethical implications of proposed innovations on humans, 

communities and environment 
• Evaluate conceptual models for an innovation solution using ideation, prototyping and testing 
• Connect abstract concepts with real world challenges 

 
ePortfolio Technology:  
As in past UNIV classes, we will use the University of Calgary-supported WordPress technology for the 
ePortfolio assignment (http://eportfolio.ucalgary.ca/). All students have access to a user guide that 
contains information about how to use the ePortfolio tool (http://eportfolio.ucalgary.ca/wp-
content/uploads/2015/11/Getting_Started_with_UCalgary_ePortfolio.pdf). Students will be asked to 
build upon their existing ePortfolios by adding a new section labeled UNIV 401, and we will work 
collaboratively throughout the term to ensure that all students are able to use the ePortfolio technology 
effectively. 
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Components of the ePortfolio:  
The components of the ePortfolio that are highlighted in yellow are also assignments that are required 
for submission elsewhere in the course. The purpose for their inclusion in the ePorfolio is to help you 
make sense of, and connect, your learning throughout the UNIV 401 course. 
 
Portfolio Introduction 

Purpose Instructions 
Provides a written or verbal (video or audio-
recorded) introduction to all of the materials in 
the portfolio.  

The introduction should include:  
• A brief personal introduction – who you are 

as an author of the ePortfolio. This can 
include elements from your Clifton Strengths 
Finder results, your mission statement, or 
results of our in-class activities designed to 
get to know one another better  

• A brief summary of the portfolio materials, 
and indication of how the materials are 
connected  

• A summary of your most important or 
significant learning throughout the course  

 
 
Daily Reflective Statements 

Purpose Instructions 
Reflective Statements allow the student an 
opportunity to:  

• Conduct a self-evaluation of their prior 
learning and their learning throughout 
the course  

• Create a baseline for personal 
development throughout the course  

• Reflect on the over-arching purpose of 
the UNIV 401 course  

• Practice informal writing  
 

The reflective statement should be a minimum of 
500 words in length, and should include the 
following elements:  
• A brief description of the day’s theme (one 

paragraph).  
• A brief summary of one aspect of the days 

work that you found challenging or 
compelling, with an indication of how you 
think the work you completed in this portion 
of the day will be most useful to guide your 
contributions to the UNIV 401 course (one 
paragraph).  

• A description of how you see your 
innovation design practice developing or 
changing. What does leading change by 
design mean to you after today’s work? 
Given what you’ve learned today, what do 
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you think the most important part of your 
innovation is? Does the innovation that your 
team is designing create a small experiment 
with radical intent? 

• What aspect(s) of today’s design process will 
impact your innovation work the most? What 
is one strategy that you will use in order to 
make a personal contribution to resolving 
the global challenge after today’s class work? 

 
Failure Log 

Purpose Instructions 
Provides a detailed list of learnings for students 
to build from in an iterative manner when 
creating their final innovation case study  

The student will document five failures, in 
writing, as part of their ePortfolio update.  
• Though failure logs can be submitted as a list 

of five (or more) items, students are 
encouraged to document their failure log 
using a creative knowledge mobilization tool 
of their choice (photography, audio 
recording, animation, illustration or film). 

• Very brave students are also encouraged to 
post their five daily failures to social media 
using the hashtag 
#learningthroughfailureUNIV401 

 
Evidence of Learning 

Purpose Instructions 
Students will work throughout the block week on 
small in class assignments (brainstorms, design 
thinking methods, storyboarding, individual 
prototyping and evidence collection to name a 
few). Collecting the results of this work as 
evidence of learning provides students with an 
archive of design thinking processes and learning 
outcomes to draw from as they develop their 
final innovation case study. 

Each day, students will complete in class 
assignments.  
• Each of these components of the design 

thinking process should be captured (scanned 
or photographed) and added to the 
ePortfolio.  

• The student will scan or photograph work 
completed in class, and add it to their 
ePortfolio.  

• Only in-class work will be required as part of 
the demonstration of evidence 
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Team work and leadership practice – self evaluation 

Purpose Instructions 
Every student in the course will participate in a 
small group process throughout the UNIV 401 
course. The self-evaluation of the group 
presentation will provide students with an 
opportunity to engage in a structured critical 
thinking process that is focused on their 
interpretation of the group experience.  
 

You will use the What-So What-Now What 
framework provided in class and posted on the 
D2L site to complete a reflective self-evaluation 
of your participation in group work. Please reflect 
on the entire process of working with your group, 
from the beginning of the course to your final 
presentation.  
 

 
Grading Rubric:  
Assessment of your ePortfolio will be based on a combination of criteria that measure the quality of the 
portfolio and to what degree you have demonstrated achievement of the learning outcomes for the 
course. The ePortfolio is a replacement for the final exams in UNIV 401. The ePortfolio will be worth 
30% of your final grade. 
 
ePortfolio Rubric 

Criterion  
Each /10 

Item Score: 1 – 3 Item Score: 4 – 5 Item Score: 6 – 7 Item Score: 8 - 10 

Inquiry-
based 
learning / 
developing 
an inquiry 
question 

No questions designed to 
guide personal inquiry; 
no articulation of 
concerns or curiosity; 
little or no exploration of 
the perceived issues 
associated with the 
global challenge; little or 
no demonstration of 
design practice methods 

Limited evidence of a 
personal line of inquiry; 
limited articulation of 
concerns or curiosity; 
limited exploration of the 
perceived issues 
associated with the global 
challenge; limited 
demonstration of design 
practice methods 

Adequate evidence of 
a personal line of 
inquiry; adequate 
articulation of 
concerns or curiosity; 
emerging exploration 
of the perceived issues 
associated with the 
global challenge; good 
demonstration of 
design practice 
methods 

Comprehensive 
evidence of a personal 
line of inquiry; 
excellent articulation of 
concerns or curiosity; 
thorough exploration 
of the perceived issues 
associated with the 
global challenge; 
excellent 
demonstration of 
design practice 
methods 

Critical 
reflection 

Little or no descriptive 
reflection (“what”), no 
analytical reflection (“so 
what”), no suggestions 
for further inquiry 
direction; no suggestions 
for how this reflection 
will inform future 
innovation design stages; 
student perspective is 
unsubstantiated 

Limited descriptive 
reflection (“what”), little 
analytical reflection (“so 
what”), few suggestions 
for further inquiry 
direction; limited 
suggestions for how this 
reflection will inform 
future innovation design 
stages; student 
perspective is 
unsubstantiated 

Adequate descriptive 
reflection (“what”), 
adequate analytical 
reflection (“so what”), 
some suggestions for 
further inquiry 
direction; good 
suggestions for how 
this reflection will 
inform future 
innovation design 
stages; student 
perspective is 
adequately 
substantiated 

In-depth descriptive 
reflection (“what”), 
comprehensive 
analytical reflection 
(“so what”), multiple 
suggestions for further 
inquiry direction; 
unique suggestions for 
how this reflection will 
inform future 
innovation design 
stages; student 
perspective is well 
substantiated. 
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Integration 
of Learning 

Little or no synthesis of 
evidence, few or no 
connections between 
portfolio items; 
connections between 
student-selected 
evidence and course 
content are not clear 

Limited synthesis of 
evidence; limited 
connections between 
portfolio items; 
connections between 
student-selected evidence 
and course content are 
somewhat clear 

Effective synthesis of 
evidence; connections 
between portfolio 
items are clear; 
connections between 
student-selected 
evidence and course 
content is mostly clear 

Exemplary synthesis of 
evidence; connections 
between portfolio 
items are clear and are 
extended to course 
learning outcomes; 
connections between 
student-selected 
evidence and course 
content are clear 

Select, 
present, and 
justify 
evidence of 
learning 

Evidence is not complete 
or does not represent 
design practice methods; 
does not demonstrate 
how the student has 
addressed the global 
challenge and learning 
from multiple 
perspectives; evidence is 
unorganized; 
components of ePortfolio 
are not evident or not 
described; content is 
incomplete 

Some evidence is 
complete and/or 
represents design practice 
methods; demonstrates 
that the student has 
addressed the global 
challenge; evidence is 
organized; many 
components of ePortfolio 
are not evident or not 
described; content 
remains incomplete 

Adequate evidence is 
complete and all 
evidence presented 
represents design 
practice methods; 
demonstrates that the 
student has addressed 
the global challenge; 
evidence is well 
organized; some 
components of 
ePortfolio are not 
evident or not 
described; content 
remains incomplete 

All evidence is 
complete and 
represents appropriate 
design practice 
methods; 
demonstrates how the 
student has addressed 
the global challenge 
from multiple 
perspectives; is well 
organized and presents 
a compelling narrative; 
all elements of the 
ePortfolio are 
completed to the best 
of the student’s ability 

Discretionary Low quality of 
writing/video/audio; little 
to no creativity 
demonstrated; evidence 
is not from credible or 
appropriate sources; did 
not meet assignment 
expectations 

Moderate quality of 
writing/video/audio; 
limited creativity 
demonstrated; minimally 
met assignment 
expectations 

Good quality of 
writing/video/audio; 
some creativity 
demonstrated; meets 
assignment 
expectations 

Excellent quality of 
writing/video/audio; 
creativity is 
demonstrated 
throughout the 
portfolio; exceeds 
assignment 
expectations 

 
 
 
 


